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2 K. Konno and Y. Kojima
including multipoles of arbitrary order using hypergeometric functions, assuming a
vacuum outside the star. Their work, however, is limited to only analytic forms,
and therefore not easy, e.g., to compare with the standard results in at space-time.
Order estimates of general relativistic eects are also lacking. In this paper, we derive
analytic solutions again for both the electric and magnetic elds around a rotating
star endowed with an aligned dipole magnetic eld. The resultant expressions are
rather cumbersome, and for this reason approximate expressions are also given. Such
forms provide an estimate of the corrections to the results in at space-time, as well
as a concise, practical application. We also give detailed discussion concerning the
dierence between our results and those in Minkowski space-time. This discussion
may become important in the future, with progress in observational technology.
As shown in Ref. 10), the deviation from spherical space-time is less than 10
 3
if the rotation period is longer than 10 msec and the magnetic eld at the surface is
less than 10
16
gauss. Therefore, the electric and magnetic elds are determined by
solving the Maxwell equations in a xed background space-time. The appropriate
space-time metric is that for an external eld surrounding a slowly rotating star.
We can neglect the second-order rotational eects, except in the case of rapidly
rotating stars. We also restrict ourselves to a stationary conguration, that is, the
case in which the magnetic dipole moment  is aligned with the angular velocity





; 0; 0; A

) for the four-potential (see
Ref. 11) and references therein), where A
t
is related to the rotationally induced





. Detailed calculations to solve the
Maxwell equations are given in x2. Approximate expressions of these solutions are
discussed in x3. Implications of the general relativistic eects with regard to the
acceleration of charged particles and radiation in vacuum gaps are investigated in
x4. Finally, we give discussion in x5. Throughout the paper, we use units in which
c = G = 1.
x2. The general relativistic solution for an exterior stellar
electromagnetic eld
We now derive expressions for an electromagnetic eld surrounding a rotating,
magnetized star using a general relativistic treatment. We solve the Maxwell equa-
tions in a xed metric, assuming that the eld is in a vacuum. The background
metric outside the star with total mass M and angular momentum J is specied up
















































In the non-rotating limit, a poloidal magnetic eld can be described by the A
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where the prime here denotes dierentiation with respect to r. Note that the last
two terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (2
.
4b) represent the coupling between the
frame-dragging and the stellar magnetic eld, and that these terms originate from a
purely general relativistic eect.
From this point, we restrict our discussion to the case of a dipole magnetic eld,
so that Eq. (2
.
4a) can be solved in the form
A








In a similar way, the potential A
t
can be written as
A
t











is the Legendre polynomial of degree 2.
The solution for a






























where  is the magnetic dipole moment with respect to an observer at innity. The












































































































































































are constants of integration. Since c
0
is understood as the net
charge of the star, we set c
0










from the regularity condition at innity. The constant c
2
is xed by the junction
condition at the surface of the star. If we impose the assumption of a perfectly









; 0; 0; 
u
t
) is the four-velocity of the uid. From this condition at





















































































where R denotes the radius of the star. Consequently, using the above c
2
, the induced





































































































































sin  cos : (2
.
12b)
General Relativistic Modication of a Pulsar Electromagnetic Field 5
The discussion of the quantitative nature of the electromagnetic eld strength is
given in the next section.
x3. Comparison with results in at space-time
In the previous section, we obtained expressions for the electromagnetic eld
in the general relativistic framework. However, these expressions are somewhat
cumbersome. They are reduced to standard expressions given in textbooks
8)
when
the gravitational terms are neglected, i.e. when we take the limits M;J ! 0: It is
important to compare our expressions with the standard expressions and to examine
the dierences. From this point of view, we now derive the simpler approximate
expressions by expanding in powers of 1=r. The lowest-order forms give the standard
results, and the next terms give their corrections. As an approximation, we use the
radius r in the Schwarzschild coordinates as the radius in the at space-time. The






























































































sin  cos ; (3
.
2b)
where the terms following the rst ones in each of the square brackets are the rst-
order corrections due to the curved space-time. In Eq.(3
.
2), the moment of the inertia
I = J=
 is used. These corrections can be estimated easily for stars with uniform
density, in which I  2MR
2
=5 and M=R  4=9: The correction terms become larger
with the relativistic factor M=R; but they are less than 1: Thus we see that the
expressions obtained in the at space-time are accurate to within a factor of 2.
In Figs. 1 and 2, we explicitly display the results in the at and curved space-
times as functions of the radius. These gures display the normalized values of the
radial parts of the magnetic and electric elds, respectively. We have adopted a
polytropic stellar model with M=R = 0:2, which is a plausible value for neutron
stars. The solid curves here denote the exact values in the curved space-time, while
the dashed curves correspond to the standard results in the at space-time. From
these gures, we nd that the standard expressions in the at space-time give values
deviating from the curved space-time values by 50% at most. The maximum error
is roughly estimated as 2M=r. Therefore, the standard expressions are useful for
arguments within this order of the magnitude.










































are plotted as functions of the
radius. The eld strength is normalized by the typical value =R
3
. The solid, dashed and dotted
curves denote the curved space-time, at space-time and approximate expressions, respectively.
x4. Implications for the acceleration of charged particles and the
radiation in vacuum gaps
In this section, the results for the electromagnetic eld in curved space-time are
applied to analysis of the pulsar emission mechanism, that is, quantities relevant to
the acceleration of charged particles and radiation in vacuum gaps above the polar
caps. The gravitational force is much less than the electrostatic force, but gravity
aects space-time, whose eects on the electromagnetic eld are considered here. We
explicitly derive the electric eld along the magnetic eld lines, curvature radii of the
eld lines, and size of polar cap regions. They are important to evaluate the available
potential energy, curvature radiation, and so on. They signicantly depend on the
global shape of magnetic eld lines, so that deviation from the standard results in
at space-time is not estimated using some local positions, although the overall error
is not expected to be large.
First, we investigate the electric eld component along the magnetic eld lines.
This plays a direct, important role in the acceleration of charged particles. The













































are plotted as functions of
the radius. The eld strength is normalized by the typical value 
=R
2
. The solid, dashed



















Fig. 3. The electric eld component along a magnetic eld line that ows from the stellar surface
with  = 1
Æ




for the Minkowskian case M=R = 0 (dashed) and the relativistic case M=R = 0:2 (solid). The
proper distance l from the stellar surface is normalized by R.
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Figure 3 displays E
jj
normalized by the typical value 
=R
2
as a function of the
proper distance l from the stellar surface along a eld line. The dashed curve denotes
the Minkowskian case, and the solid curve denotes the general relativistic case of
M=R = 0:2. This gure shows that the electric eld component is strengthened




result in the curved case is about 1.5 times as large as that in the at case near the
surface. A similar kind of enhancement can be seen in the stellar interior due to
the general relativistic eect.
10)
These enhancements may be regarded as having a
common origin.
The congurations of the magnetic eld lines are also modied by the general













The solution of this equation is
A

= const ( ~c) : (4
.
3)
Each eld line is labeled by a constant ~c: Figure 4 displays the magnetic eld lines
embedded in the z-x plane, where (z; x) = (r cos ; r sin ), both in the Minkowskian
case and in the general relativistic case. As easily seen from this gure, the magnetic
eld lines are moderately modied by the general relativistic eect. Owing to this
change, curvature radii of the eld lines are also modied by the general relativistic
eect.










where l denotes the proper distance along a eld line. In the Minkowskian case, the
eld line is simply specied as ~cr = sin
2
, so that the curvature radius along the










The general relativistic counterpart should be obtained numerically. Figure 5 dis-
plays the curvature radii ~ of magnetic eld lines which start from the stellar surface
with an angle of  = 1
Æ
. From Fig. 5, we nd that the general relativistic eect
causes the curvature radius to become smaller for a xed magnetic moment. The
curvature radiation is produced by charged particles moving along the magnetic eld
lines. The resulting curvature radiation photon energy is proportional to ~
 1
: The





















Fig. 4. Magnetic eld lines for the Minkowskian case (M=R = 0) (a) and the general relativistic
case with M=R = 0:2 (b), plotted in the z-x plane, where (z; x) = (r sin ; r cos ). Both cases



















Fig. 5. Curvature radii of magnetic eld lines that ow from the stellar surface with  = 1
Æ
. The
radii are plotted as functions of the proper distance l along the eld line. The solid line denotes
the general relativistic case with M=R = 0:2, while the dashed line denotes the Minkowskian
case M=R = 0. The radii ~ and the proper distance l are normalized by R= and R, respectively.


















correct treatment in curved space-time implies an increase of the photon energy.
Although we have displayed only one comparison between the at and curved cases,
almost the same results were obtained for all small values of .
A modication of the eld lines, further, leads to a change of the polar cap


































for any value of M=R. Figure 6 displays the dependence of the polar cap angle 
p
on the general relativistic factor M=R. From this gure, we see that the polar cap
angle is reduced by about 15% due to the curved nature.
x5. Discussion
Recent observations of compact stars have given remarkable results that demand
the renement of theoretical models. Inspired by this, we have reconsidered an exte-
rior electromagnetic eld surrounding a rotating star endowed with an aligned dipole
magnetic eld in the context of general relativity. The electromagnetic elds were
derived in analytic and approximate forms. We found that the expressions calculated
in the at space-time are accurate within a factor of approximately 2. We have not
calculated the emission and propagation of radiation from polar caps of pulsars, but
rather have discussed the implications for the underlining physical processes. We
have found that the general relativistic eects increase the strength of electric elds
and decrease the curvature radii of the magnetic eld lines. Both of these factors
contribute to increase the photon energy emitted from charged particles. The magni-
tude of the correction is of order M=R: Another important general relativistic eect,
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which has not been considered here, is the redshift factor. The observed energy is
shifted to a lower value by a factor of M=R: It is not clear whether or not all these
general relativistic eects are canceled. It is important to construct detailed models
of pulsar radiation, taking these factors into account.
Although we have restricted our investigation to a rotating star in a vacuum, it
seems that actual neutron stars are surrounded by plasma. Hence, it is important to
investigate the acceleration of charged particles and the radiation taking into account
the plasma distributions around stars. A general relativistic analysis using a certain
pulsar model which species the plasma distribution has been given by Muslimov
and Tsygan.
14)
The general relativistic eects in pulsar models are not yet clear,
since the magnitude of the eects signicantly depends on the plasma distribution.
It is necessary to discuss the eects in a more general framework. This will be the
subject of future investigation.
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